Spitfires do

BATTLE!

With many tins of pellets costing
over a tenner, SMK’s Spitfires
range is pleasantly affordable
at around a third of the price.
It’s understandably one of the
biggest-selling brands of airgun
ammo, too – and Phil Bulmer
sends a load of the .177s
downrange to find out why…
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“

hat’s a nice looking tin,” said my youngest son as I unwrapped
the Spitfire pellet samples I’d been sent to test – and there’s
no doubt the familiar RAF roundel is a striking design and
a potent symbol for a tin of airgun pellets. It’s also a nice, secure
screwtop, and besides offering security while being deployed, I expect
many tins will find secondary uses long after their contents have been
spent downrange.
Spitfires are made in the UK for Sportsmarketing, and available in
.177 and .22. They also come in the guise of roundheads and points,
the latter having ‘Pointed’ printed above the ‘Spitfires’ name. Actually,
the non-pointed version is more a semi-roundhead; it has a slight lip
which helps it punch pretty clean holes in paper targets. As a .177 fan
for most of my airgunning, my initial testing concentrated on the .177
(or 4.5mm) Spitfires.
Opening the tins reveals the pellets to have a slightly darker finish
than many ammo brands, and an initial inspection showed Spitfires to
be generally well formed with perhaps only a handful of specimens
deformed in transit. By any standards, that’s not a bad ratio at all. I’ve
always maintained that a sign of how good pellets are… is what you
find sitting at the bottom of the tin in terms of debris. I’m delighted to
report that my tins were spotless!
The first job was to give the pellets a quick weight check – 7.95
grains for the Pointed and 7.9 for the standard roundhead. These vital
statistics place both types in the light to medium weight category.
Consistency was typical of a good all-rounder, with random samples of
10 falling within +/-0.1 grain. A good half of each sample was actually
identical in weight, which is a sign of excellent quality control and
machine set-up at the manufacturing stage.
Both types have ribbed, rather than smooth sidewalls. Ribbing serves
two purposes: it helps to strengthen the skirt without adding too much
weight aft of the centre of gravity and, in theory, should provide a little
more drag stabilisation, which ultimately benefits accuracy.
The roundhead has a single, but very thick driving band around its
head, whereas the Pointed Spitfire has a thin, twin-band arrangement.
I must admit that this looked more precise than its round-headed
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AIRGUN SHOOTER

ALL YOUR SHOOTING NEEDS

The roundhead Spitfire has a single,
thick band around its head…

All

your shooting needs
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